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: ntroduction and Acknowledgements 

This survey was commissioned by the Historic Buildings and Monuments 

Commission (England) from Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit in 

1988. Its purpose is summarised as follows: 

a) to r ecord the monument in its present condition; 

b) to provide information for HBMC to define managemen t requirements and 

to consider revisions to the scheduled area. 

Topographic instrument and photographic surveys were unde rtaken by a field 

team from BUFAU in February 1989 in fulfillment of the requirements for 

this commission. We are grateful in the first instance to the landowner, 

Mr. G. Haywood, for his willing permission and co-operation in allowing the 

s urvey work to take place. The survey was directed in the field by Jon 

Sterenberg, assisted by Laurence Jones and Ed Newton. 

The Site 

Walltown Roman Fort is situated on the B4363, two miles north of Cleobury 

Mortimer and twelve miles south of Bridgnorth , Shropshire. It comprises 

t he earthworks of an almost square enclosure and an annex to the north and 

west, approximately two hectares in area and bisected east-west by the road 

(84363) . The farm covers most of the northern half of the square 

enclosure , and consists of various barns, a farmhouse and associated 

outbuildings, separated by con.nected drives and yards. Much of the 

remaining areas of the monument are unde r permanent pasture and are 
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currently gr azed by sheep. Belts of mature trees and scrub surround most 

of the farm, acting as windbreaks . 

Archaeo l ogical History 

The earthworks wer e first sur veyed in 1908 by the Ordnance Survey, although 

no r eal detail is e viden t from the relatively s mal l scale of drawing 

( 1:2500). Duri ng road widening operations in 1929, sherds of pottery 

dating from the firs t and second century we r e found (Antiquari~s Journal X 

(1930), 385). Excavations carried out in 1960 by the Kidderminster 

Archaeological and Historical Society showed that the earthworks comprised 

t wo forts, an earlier and ?larger fort (A) being replaced by the now more 

prominently traceable square f or t (B). The excavations revealed the 

iatter to have had a rampart of t i mber-s trapped turf r eve tments and three 

defensive ditches. The inner ditch was V-shaped , three metres wide and 

two metres deep and was proven to be contemporary with the rampart. Two 

other ditches were added at a later date; the middle ditch being 

contemporary with a later inserted stone wall on top of the rampart. As 

is often the case when a wall is added to existing defences, the inner 

ditch was infilled and a new one dug further from the wall face to prevent 

a ny possibility of collapse. Also excavated at the time were the remains 

of a cookhouse building behind the rampart, with finds dating it to . the 

latter part of the first century. 

Details of the earlier fort (A) were less clear (floor levels and timber 

beam slots) but suggest that it lies in part to the south of its successor 

(B) , beyond the scheduled area . It was apparently dismantled early in the 

second century and its remains sealed or cut into during construction of 

the later fort (Trans. Shrops. Arch . Soc. 58(1), 1965-8, 8-18). 

Further excavations in 1964 (unpublished) revealed terracing of the slope 

to the north of the later fort for a street with timber bui ldings, possibly 

part of a vicus settlement within the indistinc tly defined annex here and 

to the west. This terracing work was associated with occupation l evels 

which thickened considerably towards the south and produced pottery from 
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t he late first and second centuries, including some from the early Antonine 

period. The available evidence suggests that the second fort was 

abandoned militarily towards the end of the second century, but some s ort 

of civilian occupation may have continued into the third century. 

Effects of ground disturbance and erosion in and around the monuments 

The southern area has changed little since 1953, except for the planting of 

a small copse (~. 45 x 5m i n area) as a windbreak along the sopthern edge 

of the road. Some slight to moderate erosion has occurred, the most 

noticeable caused by two farm tracks; one running through the centre of 

t he southern rampart and a second track along the side of the cut made by 

t he southern edge of the road. These appear to have existed in a 1953 

aerial photograph, and are unlikely to become worse, assuming that the area 

remains as pasture grazed by sheep. Some smaller areas added to the 

interpretative overlay plan are areas of slight erosion caused by sheep, 

two around the telephone/electricity poles in the field, and two small 

areas, one each side of the farm track which cuts the southern rampart, 

possibly exacerbated by slippage within the rampart make up. Finally, a 

small, seasonally waterlogged area appears in the south-west corner of the 

field within the ditch outside the southern rampart. 

The farm itself now occupies nearly 90% of the later fort area on the 

northern side of the road, having been added to considerably on the western 

side since the 1 950s. The building of two large barns and a sheep pen on 

an extensive modern concrete raft has pushed the farm to the limits of the 

original fort rampart. This has resulted in a considerable quantity of 

soil being dumped on the ramparts, presumably in an effort to protect them 

from further damage . This dumping of soil runs along the western and 

northern ramparts, raising them considerably, and is apparent to a limited 

extent on the eastern rampart and also in the garden of the farm house. 

As is apparent from the interpretative overlay and the record photographs, 

the ramparts on the north and west are now covered by mature evergreen 

trees and shrubs acting again as a windbreak for the farm. 
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Areas of fairly severe and s til l ac tive erosion have occurred on the 

western r ampart, especially in the south west corner, whe r e the rampart has 

been levelled in the past and the land is currently eroded by s heep. Also 

contributory is a farm track which runs down the bank and alongside a 

deeply cut modern drain ditch and the fenced pasture area to the north. 

Eros ion in this area has to some e xtent been modified by the dumping of 

topsoi l and rubble, but a consider able problem r emains , since the run off 

f rom the farm yard itself quickly turns the area into mud. 

Towards the nor t h west corner, a small area of original rampart is visible 

beneath modern dumping and eroding , the result of overgrazing and trampling 

by sheep using a gate at the top of the bank which gives access to the 

fa rmyard. 

Two areas around the north/east corner are beginning to suffer some 

erosion. Heavy animal grazing on the corner of the rampart, and vehicle 

movements on waterlogged ground around a small copse on the northern edge 

of the farm, are churning up the topsoil in these areas. The latter 

represents the site of a small pond (now dry) from which a relatively 

recent channel runs downhill to the north. The northern area as a whole, 

beyond the farmyard, was evidently disturbed by l evelling in the 1960s but 

now appea rs to be stabilised under permanent pasture. 

Archaeological potential and conclusions 

The potential for survival of archaeological finds, and deposits appears to 

be high, based upon the strictly limited results from excavations in the 

1960s (Trans . Shrops. Arch. Soc. 58 , 1965, 8-18) . Good stratigraphic 

sequences appear to exist, both within and in association with the sequence 

of defences. This is well demonstrated to the south, where the earthworks 

a re best preserved, and archaeological deposits almost certainly continue 

~or some way into the (currently ploughed) field outside the bounds of the 

conument in this direction. It was not possible to carry out any ground 

survey of this area at the time of the survey due to the state of the crop, 
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but Roman pottery recovered from time to time during the course of 

ploughing is i n the possession of the landowner - Mr . Haywood. 

rurther disturbances and very limited archaeol ogical investigations i n the 

wes t ern and northe rn parts of the site , beyond the f a rm comple x, suggest 

plentiful remains s urvi ving here also , in all probabili ty quite close to 

t he present s urface . While most of these areas and that to the south 

remain under permanent pastur e, the risk of signifi cant damage seems to be 

cinimal. The mainly s mall and localised a r eas of e r osion by a nimals does 

no t appea r to be serious , although some longer-term monitoring of this may 

be necessary. The greatest potential threat probably lies along the 

western perimeter of the later f or t wh ere animal and vehi cular damage is at 

a maximum. An area of r ecent conife r ous tree planti ng in an a djacent 

paddock to the north may a l so present a longer-te rm threat fo~ the future. 

Al though large ly excluded from the area of the scheduled a ncient monument, 

the farm ya rds and buildings may, for the most part, have had a minimal 

impact upon archaeological preservation within the area of the later fort. 

The only substantial below-ground disturbance noted are cellars beneath the 

farm house . Elsehwere, the concrete rafts for the farm yards and 

outbuilding probably preserve most of the archaeological deposits beneath 

them from further disturbance. 

I t is difficult to zone precisely the potential areas of archaeological 

survi val . Excepting the area currently under plough, all that part of the 

schedule d monument south of the road is likely to contain the best 

preserve d structures and deposits. To the north, beneath and around the 

far m, va rying degrees of disturbance have probably affected the monument 

and s urvival of its archaeology but in r e latively few instances appear 

likely to have resulted in total destruct ion (e. g. the road cutting in 

places, the fa rm house cellar, some farm building foundations, and possibly 

the former pond) . 

The exact de lineation of the scheduled area i s somewhat uncertain from the 

i nformation available , but relates primarily to the perceived definition of 

t he forts by their surviving earthworks. From the additional information 
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relat ing to the si t e (outlined above) the scheduled area would appear to 

exc lude some signifi cant areas of a r chaeological deposits to the south, and 

possibly elsewher e , which should be integral with it. 
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Pete r Leach 
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